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What is the ‘rationality debate’?

According to Aristotle, ‘Man is a rational animal’.

According to Freud, ‘Man is irrational’.

Which of  these is the correct statement?  The ‘rationality 
debate’ is an ongoing discourse about whether or not 

humans are rational or irrational by nature.  It is centred 
around what is known as ‘the rationality thesis’.



What is the ‘rationality thesis’?

The rationality thesis is the main claim at the 
heart of  the discourse surrounding the 
rationality debate.  The aim of  the debate to is 
to examine and answer the claim:

Most people are fundamentally rational



Experiments in Rationality

One component of the rationality debate involves experimental 
data.  There have been many experiments devised and run that 
have been used to test the reasoning ability of various people.  
This data has then been examined and used to argue either for 
or against the rationality thesis.  It has also been used to argue 
for and against what is known as the standard picture of 
rationality.  As well as used as evidence in a wide range of other 
topics.



The Standard Picture

The standard picture of rationality is

To be rational is to reason in accordance with 
principles of reasoning that are based on rules of logic, 

probability, and so forth.

If the standard picture is considered to be correct, 
then it could be said that these are normative 
principles.  In other words, the standard picture
describes how we ‘ought’ to reason.



Meet Linda

Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken 
and very bright. She majored in 
philosophy. As a student, she was deeply 
concerned with issues of  discrimination 
and social justice, and also participated 
in anti-nuclear demonstrations.



Which of these is most probable?

Which of these statements about Linda is most probable

1.Linda is a teacher in elementary school.

2.Linda works in a bookstore and takes Yoga classes.

3.Linda is active in the feminist movement.

4.Linda is a psychiatric social worker.

5.Linda is a member of the League of Women voters.

6.Linda is a bank teller.

7.Linda is an insurance salesperson.

8.Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist movement.



Wason Selection Test

Select just the card(s) you need to decide whether this hypothesis is true:

If a card has a vowel on one side, then it has an even number on the other 
side.



404: Rationality Not Found

The results for these experiments showed some 
surprising results.  Many of the participants in these 
tests got one, or both, of the answers wrong.  In the 
case of the Linda experiment, many participants chose 
the conjunctive answer.  In the case of the Wason 
selection test, many of the participants chose card one 
over card three.



Also Of Note

There are a couple more things worth noting about the results 
of these tests.

1) Often when the error in the participants thinking was 
shown, and they were given the correct answer, the 
participant still felt pulled towards their original answer.

2) In the case of the Wason selection test, participants did 
much better when asked to test for things like social rules, 
rather than abstract hypotheticals.



Man is Irrational

This leaves us with something of a bleak and pessimistic 
outlook on human rationality then.  The evidence appears to 
show that the average person violates principles of rational 
decision making when judging probabilities, making 
predictions, and attempting tasks that involve probability.

‘[The experimental results] have bleak implications for human 
rationality’ (Nisbett and Borgida, 1975, p395)

This is what is considered the pessimist view of the rationality 
thesis.



Man is Rational

The pessimist view is not one that is shared by all 
philosophers and psychologists though.  There are many 
that argue that the results of  the experiments do not 
support taking the pessimist view.  Instead we should be 
looking at it more optimistically.  With some arguing that 
rationality may need to be looked at it in a different way.  It 
could simply be that the standard picture is too strict.

The debate between the pessimist and the optimist camp is 
what forms the rationality debate.



Pessimist and Optimist 
Commitments

The pessimists do not argue that most people are poor at all 
reasoning tasks, or that most people are not rational at.  It is 
just that there are particular, and important, kinds of flaws in 
the way most people reason.  For the pessimist a statement 
like ‘most people are fundamentally rational’ overstates how 
rational we can claim to be.

Optimists do not need to commit to the view that people can 
never make mistakes.  They are not claiming that people are 
always rational, or perfectly rational.  Just that they are 
fundamentally rational.  



Irrational or Arational?

To say that something is not rational is not necessarily saying 
that it is irrational. For example, an avalanche or flood is not 
rational, but it is not irrational either.  It is arational.  
Rationality applies to things like actions and beliefs, and can 
be thought of as such

- An action/belief is rational

- An action/belief is irrational

- An action/belief is arational

- An action/belief is simply a mistake.



Competency and Performance 
Errors

When it comes to reasoning, and making mistakes, these could 
be considered in the form of competency and performance 
errors.  It may be that our being tired, or distracted, or the 
like.  The mistakes may also come because individuals simply 
are not competent at the tasks being asked of them, which is 
why different Wason selection tests give different results.

We can think of this using an analogy related to computer 
programming.



Mistakes or Ability?

So it could be that the participants in the rationality 
experiments made performance or competency errors when 
giving their answers.  They made mistakes, rather than 
behaved irrationally.  There is no indication that they were 
guilty of wishful thinking, or of self-contradiction, or other 
kinds of behaviour we would generally deem irrational.

However, the pessimist would argue here that even given ideal 
conditions, the participants would fail to give correct answers.  
They are not failing to give correct answers because of 
performance problems, but because they simply are not 
capable of giving them.



Modus Ponens Principle

Modus Ponens: A, and if  A then B, together entail B.

This gives rise to the following normative reasoning principle

Modus Ponens Principle: If  we believe A, and we believe if  A
then B, then we should believe B.

So, if  you believe all humans are mortal, and you believe 
Socrates is human, then you should believe Socrates is mortal.



Conjunction Principle

Conjunction Rule: The probability of some event A occurring 
cannot be less than the probability of A and some other event 
B

Conjunction Principle: We should not attach a lesser degree of 
probability to an event A than we do to both the event A and 
the (distinct) event B occurring.

So, if we believe there is a 50% chance the temperature being 
40c and it will rain, then we should not believe there is less 
than 50% chance that it will rain tomorrow.



Thinking About the Brain 
Thinking…

The discourse, as well as the results from the rationality 
experiments, has led to the creation of  new empirical 
hypothesis about the brain, how we think, and how we 
process information.  These include

- The idea of  cognitive kludges

- Cognitive Biases

- Cognitive Heuristics

- Cognitive Modules



Cognitive Heuristics

Tversky and Kahneman (1983) argue that the participants in 
the Linda case go wrong because they use an unconscious 
shortcut in reasoning.  Rather than answering the question 
directly, they unconsciously convert it to a question akin to:

Who does Linda resemble more…

They employ a cognitive shortcut that treats resemblance as a 
proxy for probability.  As we are poor at it, it offers a quick and 
dirty workaround.  It may function sufficiently most of the 
time, but leaves us wondering what went wrong when it fails.  
These kinds of shortcuts are known as cognitive heuristics.



Cognitive Modules
A cognitive module is a specialised information processing 
system that works at an unconscious level.  It is the idea 
about cognitive heuristics that led to the idea that our mind is 
built upon these systems.  Once we understand our minds 
work through cognitive modules, it becomes easy to 
understand how cognitive kludges work, and how they might 
affect our thinking.  

If we consider we evolved a cognitive module whose purpose it 
was to assess resemblances.  As time went on, this module was 
then kludged to include assessing probabilities.  When asked 
to do the Linda test this module is brought into play, and 
hence errors in thinking can occur.



Cognitive Kludges

A cognitive kludge is a co-opting of a previously existing 
psychological mechanism through evolution.  If we imagine 
that our mind is made up of cognitive modules that have 
evolved over time.  Evolution cannot rewrite our brains from 
scratch each time new reasoning abilities arise.  So it co-opts 
previous existing systems for new reasoning abilities.



Cognitive Biases

The Wason selection tests show that human reasoning suffers 
from certain kinds of biases that we would expect to see from a 
cognitive system based on processing modules that have been 
‘kludged over time’.  The Wason selection test shows us one, 
which is confirmation bias.  These all happen at the 
‘mechanical’ and unconscious level, they are part of our 
automatic reasoning processes.

If all of the ideas and problems described cognitive modules, 
kludges, heuristics, and biases are true then it does appear 
that we have obvious flaws in our abilities to reason.



Empirical, or Conceptual?

So far everything that we have looked at regarding the 
rationality thesis has been based in the empirical.  It has 
been discussed in the sense that the rationality thesis can 
be considered ‘right’ or ‘wrong’.  There are those, though, 
that argue that the rationality thesis is not an empirical 
claim, but a conceptual claim.  To suggest that the 
rationality thesis can be false is akin to suggesting that we 
could be wrong about triangles having three sides.



Sosa and Galloway

Sosa and Galloway take a very different approach to the 
problem, by rejecting the standard picture!  They argue that 
the standard picture is too demanding, and rationality 
should, instead, be thought of  as indexical.  Rationality 
should be thought of  in a similar manner to how we think 
about eyesight, or height.

New Standard Picture: [standard picture] to the extent that 
people, on average, do.



Chater and Oaksford: Everyday 
Rationality

Chater and Oaksford take a very different approach to 
rationality than Sosa and Galloway.  They argue that 
rationality should be looked at in more than one way, in an 
informal and formal way.  They argue that it seems intuitive 
to say we are rational, especially when we consider the 
average person going about their day.

Chater and Oaksford refer to this kind of  reasoning as 
everyday rationality.  Referring to our ability to make 
rational decisions about our daily choices, where the 
consequences of  our choices appear to be rational ones.  
These decisions also appear to be made with little effort.



Chater and Oaksford: Formal 
Rationality

Formal Rationality accounts for the kind of  rationality that is 
linked mathematical theories of  good reasoning, like

- Logical calculi formalising aspects of  deductive reasoning

- Axiomatic probability formalising probabilistic reasoning

- Utility and decision theory attempting to characterise 
rational preferences and rational choice between 
uncertain actions.



David Papineau: Wide Rationality

David Papineau, like Chater and Oaksford, takes a consequentialist 
view of  rationality.  In that our methods of  reasoning are rational to 
the extent that lead to true beliefs, those beliefs are significant, and 
the belief  formation has been efficient.

He too distinguishes different kinds of  rationality.  The first being the 
Wide Rationality Thesis:

Most people are fundamentally competent at reasoning in a widely 
rational way, even if  they sometimes make performance errors.



David Papineau: Epistemic 
Rationality

And finally, David Papineau’s Epistemic Rationality Thesis:

Most people are fundamentally competent at reasoning in 
an epistemically rational way, even if  they sometimes make 
performance errors.



The End!

Thank you very much for joining us this evening, and thank you 
for listening to me babble on!  It’s very much appreciated.  We 
hope you enjoyed it, or at least found it interesting.  Maybe even 
learned something new, or found some new way of thinking 
about rationality.

You’ve been listening to the Fresh AiR SciPhi show, and we’ve 
been privileged to have you join us!


